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AMAZING

ARTISTS

and their talents.



Meet

Stephanie

A 16 year old artist from Moscow, Russia

whose blissful drawings make you want sit

kick back and listen to Melody Reyne's

Caught Ya Lookin'.



PLUS

Meet the

creator of

Indigo School!



OUR

EMOTIONS

ARE PURE OUR

LOGIC IS

KORRUPT
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Melody Reyne

Melody is a singer-songwriter from Indiana with a sound mixture of Lianne La Havas, Telana, and Jhene Aiko. She recently

put out a five song EP with multiple different vibes. Let’s dissect it. Song No. 5 Cadillac Interlude: The beginning has an unexpected

start in compare to the rest of her songs. She vocalizes that her and someone else should just go for a ride. Soft bongs begin to

kick in with her singing the famous chorus “mama say mama sa mamakusa” originally from Manu Dibango’s ‘Soul Makossa’ made

famous by Michael Jackson and Rihanna. Song No. 4 Caught Ya Lookin’: This particular song has a strong Erykah Badu feel but

also gives an unpretentious vibe that Childish Gambino’s- Telegraph Ave does. It starts off with a very soft guitar intro and the

bass and vocals hit you unexpectedly. During the song she has a one sided conversation with someone who she’d caught looking

at her. She describes her feelings of a blank mind when she couldn’t think of anything to say. Song No. 3 The Way: With a

Beyoncé/early Rihanna/ Jason Derulo/early Chris Brown type beat, she says how she can’t get enough of the way he “does it,” if

you get what I mean. Continues to explain how he understands her without it having to be said. Song No. 4 (seemingly the most

popular) Our Song: In this song she reminisces a past relationship, explains her love, and how she doesn’t care if it’s wrong or

right. She compares this person to a smoke break; meaning that they’re an addictive relief. Song No. 1 Lifetime: She continues to

go on with the theme of her other songs. In this one she explains that she should’ve believed others when they expressed their

concern about her relationship saying ‘Now my heartbreak is long, I should’ve listened when they told that you’d me wrong.’ She

expresses that she doesn’t care how long the relationship actually went that it was a lifetime for her. As any may or may not do

after a long meaningful relationship crashes, she takes her anger out by calling him names and saying how all he’s a dog. She

describes her writing style as organic by saying "It's just really organic, I write kinda slow compared to other people because I don't

write when I'm not inspired so I just kinda let it come to me as it does. Everything is natural with me, I can’t' force anything. It can be

something I'm really feeling or something I connect to, I'm experimenting where I have someone writing for me but... I don't know

we'll just see how that goes." Melody hopes to one day collaborate with some of the most famous artists in music today, and at the

pace she's going she just might! You can hear her I Am EP on Soundcloud (melodyreyne) and all other digital markets.



Stephanie, who has only started drawing last

year, uses her art to express herself. When

asked how she learned to draw she says “I

learned to draw by myself. It just kinda

happened! I sat down, took a pencil and drew a

portrait, it turned out pretty good and I thought

'wow maybe I should draw another one' and so

this is how it started.” Later she explains that she

has an abstract drawing titled 'Hate Machine' that

she'd drawn during a lower time in her life and

how music plays a HUGE part in her drawing

process. Stephany then goes on to explain her

process which is “just as any others.” She begins

with pencil outlines and shading or coloring

afterwards. Stephany loves drawing but says she

doesn't get too often because of her schoolwork,

modeling, singing and piano classes, but she

does hope to one day paint on a big canvas for

all to see.
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About Stephany

From Stephany



My name is Stephanie and I live in Moscow, Russia. I

am 16. I started drawing last year and it happened pretty

spontaneously. I get to draw not so often because I'm

busy at school and other courses. For example I'm

taking lessons in a model school, where i have to attend

different shoots which last very long. I also have piano

and singing courses in my music school, so yeah, I'm

trying to learn as much as possible now.

I am planning to study fine arts in the university, but i

think it is good to have spare variants of occupation,

that's why it is important to know a little in almost every

field of activity!



HAWI



IMANI
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           Hawi Imani is a rapper from Toronto that has a much

known sound but makes it unique. He says his music is

influenced by listening to up and coming rappers who “sorta

made it like, Ken rebel, Castro Guapo, Young Kendrick Lamar,

Isaiah Rashad, SZA and Travis Scott.” He says his ideas mainly

come from the LED lights that he installed in his room. Bright

lights, bright ideas; am I right or am I wrong? Hawi wants his

music to make an impact on others. He says “I make music

because I always wanted to influence  and change people’s mind

state or mood and I realized how music can achieve both and

decided to try that, and I got what I wanted, positive results.”

Hawi aims to please himself but does hope is music will be

relatable and fun. He doesn’t stick to one genre, generally makes

whatever suits his mood. His sound is very much like Travis

Scott’s. Like Travis, he wants to have fun with his music and

create or recreate what he’s seen. He’d also love to collaborate

with Travis someday in the future. On the topic of his future, Hawi

says “In the next three years I don’t know where I’m going to be,

life’s weird man you can’t tell what tomorrows going to be like. I’m

probably going to win the lottery tomorrow, probably going to be

deported tomorrow. Who knows? But I hope for the best in my

music journey. I just don’t want to be in the same position I’m in

right now.” Hawi advises other starting artists to use Adobe

Audition, he says it’s simple and is the best thing that ever

happened to him.
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AS SOON AS WE

START

LABELING AND

CATEGORIZING

OURSELVES

AND OTHERS,

THAT'S GOING

TO SHUT DOWN

THE WORLD.

-Melissa Leo



The Indigo School Creator



Ajahni Breaux



Ajahni, a conscious high school student, created a Tumblr based group/network for the

conscious youth July 2015. When creating Indigo School, Ajahni says she “went through an

awakening of sorts. It felt like I was reborn with this new consciousness; I had gone through a

bunch of phases and had all these outlooks over the years, but there was a point when I felt

different. New.” It ultimately prompted her to create a network to unite the conscious

community. "I wanted to make a space that could help me grow and help others grow, plus unify

conscious children, because there's more of us than we think,” she says. Indigo Schools serves a

purpose many, but all in different ways. Some have joined for more likeminded association or to

quench their thirst for conscious knowledge. You may be wondering how it Indigo School

actually works. On the Indigo School blog, Ajahni answers questions about becoming

conscious/furthering consciousness, gives advice, posts lessons, recommends

books/youtubers/articles, and shares all appropriate submissions. Ajahni constantly encourages

Indigo School followers to apply, nicely of course. There’s also a group chat and buddy system

called Conscious Buddy System (or CBS for short). In CBS, she leaves submissions open for two

weeks or so then uses a random name generator to partner everyone up. Speaking from personal

experience, it’s more fun than it actually sounds. You’re partnered with people from the other

side of the world or someone as close as an hour away from you. In the group chat, there is

always something going on. Whether it’s someone asking for help identifying a crystal or just

sharing your day, everyone will always be supportive and interested. As your reading, you might

have realized that Indigo School isn’t a huge corporation. On the subject of an Indigo School

expansion, Ajahni say “To a certain extent, I wouldn't mind Indigo School being a big

corporation, based on the definition of the word. I would appreciate Indigo School being run by

people like me, youth &amp; spiritual children. But if there was a big website that wasn't corrupt,

thrived on creative freedom, and has the youth at its best interest, I would consider it. But most

big corporations suppress creative freedom and perpetuate corruption, and I don't want Indigo

School to be like that. Indigo School is a family for star seeds and people who want to spread

consciousness and create change. Being a corporation can help our cause greatly, but I always

want to make sure that it isn't a "business", it isn't a gig to benefit me, it's a unification tool, and

it’s a home." You can visit the Indigo School at indigoschool.tumblr.com



About Ajahni

From Ajahni



          "I'm a teenage black girl from New York with West Indian background. I'm a writer,

indigo child, vegetarian, &amp; I'm passionate about black feminist theory, social justice,

spirituality,  and our human right to creative and religious expression. I became conscious

because, if I didn't, it would defeat my purpose. I don't know the specific details of my

purpose on Earth yet, but I know for a fact that I am here to help raise frequency,

awareness &amp; consciousness. I can't do that without being conscious myself. Becoming

conscious wasn't really voluntary. I mean, of course I did research and meditated and tried

different things that brought me to different epiphanies, but the most defining moments in

this journey of "awakening" or whatever you want to call it (I prefer the word 'connection'),

were involuntary. They happened randomly, by the Universe itself.  I would appreciate

Indigo School being run by people like me, youth &amp; spiritual children......... I like almost all

types of music, I really like hip hop, 90's r&amp;b and alternative r&amp;b, reggae and jazz. I usaully

recommend Beast Coast, including Capital Steez, Joey Bada$$, the Underachievers, &amp;

more, played a big role in my journey. Willow &amp; Jaden Smith are dope, along with dylAn,

Crystal Mec, Erykah Badu, Raury, and more I can't think of. With books, The Ancient

Secret of the Flower of Life by Drunvalo Melchizedek, The Miracle of Mindfulness by Thich

Nhat Hanh (read his other work too), Runaway Realization by A.H. Almaas, The Emerald

Tablets of Hermes &amp; The Kybalion, Nothing in This Book is True by Bob Frissell, &amp;

anything by OSHO."
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